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Supply and Utilization of Milk 
In the St. Louis and Kansas City Fluid Markets 
C. C. ERWIN 
INTRODUCTION 
The 51. Louis and Kansas City fluid milk market obtain their pri. 
mary milk supply from three different state.s-Missouri , Illinois, and 
Kansas. Due to its location, Missouri occupies 8 key position with respect 
to the supply in both markets (Fig. 1) . In this study, therefore, an at-
tempt was made to bring tolether as much information as possible con-
cerning the production and consumption of milk in the St. Louis and 
Kansas City marketing areas, and to make such in/onnation available 
both to farmers and to leaders in the industry. 
Objectivu 01 the Study-The primary objectives of this study were: 
to detennine the changes which have occured in the supply and utiliUl-
tion of milk in the fluid markets of St. Louis and Kansas City in recent 
years; to determine the relative importance of the contribution of Mis-
souri producers to these markets; and to assess the prospective demand 
for fluid milk in order to suggest such adjustments as may seem neces-
sary to protect the capital investments of Grade A milk producers in 
Missouri. 
Source" of Data-The primary da ta for this study were obtained 
from the records of the market administ rators of the St. Louis and Kan· 
sas City Federal order markets. Other data were obtained from various 
sources, including the Census Bureau of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce; the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture; and other miscellaneous reports. 
MARKET AREAS 
The metropolitan areas of St. Louis and Kansas City represent the 
principal outlets for the Grade A milk produced on Missour i farms. Dur· 
ing the past 15 years, these markets became progressively more import· 
ant as outlets for the farm supply. In 1950, more than 4,000 dairy farmers 
in more than 70 of the 114 Missouri counties delivered milk regularly to 
these markets. Although less than one-fifth of the Missouri milk sold 
. to plants and dealers in 1950 was delivered to St. Louis and Kansas City, 
the influence of these markets extends to many smaller markets through. 
out the state. Therefore, in ordtor to evaluate adequately their import-
ance to the dairy farmers of Missouri, it seems desirable to analyze each 
of these markets in considerable detail. 
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The St . Louis lI,l arket Area 
In 1934, the St. Louis milk marketing area', on the basis of its def-
inition during the period for which the data apply, had a population of 
approximately 1,139,000 (Table 1) . During the 1930'5, the population re-
"J~~~~~~a~E~i' i ..... ~J'~a.l Average Income per Person, Average Dally ~ Market Area, and per Capita Consumption, 
1935 
1936 
'" 1937 
'" 1938 
1939 
1940 763 
1941 1,043 546.8 
1942 1,266 608 .2 
1943 1,702 699.3 
1944 1,705 711.8 
1945 1,443 760.1 .600 
1946 1,493 803.2 .625 
1947 1,716 778.0 .597 
1948 1,639 743.5 .562 
1949 1,738 " 57.7 .565 
· Popu\:l,tlon was determined by tak1n( the 1930, 1940 and 1950 Census enume-
rations of the va.riOus civil districts compr ising the St. Louis M<lrketlng Area 
as deflned by Order No.3, as amended, and then computing the population t or 
aU inter- census yea rs by the straight- Hne method of Interpolation. Note: 
estimates tor military post.s were not avaUable. 
t Flgures were taken from -Survey of Buying Power· Issue 
ot May 10 (formerly the years shown. 
" Data computed from the Market Administrator's 
Office, St. Louis , Missouri, Marketing Area. sales to military posts 
within the marketing area were eXCluded. 
rnained relatively stable; however, during the 1940's, the population in-
creased from 1,175,000 in 1940 to 1,359,000 in 1950. This amounts to a 
net increase of 15.7 per cent. Among the factors responsible for this rise 
in population were the increased rate of business activity resulting pri-
marily from the manufacture of wartime supplies, especially during the 
' The SI. Louis Markeling Area, during the period of time for which the data 
in this study are applicable, included "the territory within the corporate limits of 
the city of St. Louis, Kirkwood and Valley Park. Missouri; the territory within St. 
Fel'<lmand, Normandy. Clayton, J efferson, ~may. and Gravois Townships in SI. 
Louis County. Missouri; the territory with Scott Field Military Reservation (ex-
eluded in this study). and Ea5t St. Louis. Centreville, Canteen, and Stites Townships 
in St. Clair County. Illinois. 
Source: Cod .. of F .. d ...... l R"l11'14tio.,. Marketing Order., Part 903. Sec. 903.1 ,(e) . 
Order No.3. as amended. effectiv .. Augwst 1. 1949. 
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first par t of the dec:ade, and the manufacture of larger quantities of 
civilian goods subsequent to the war period. 
Along with the populat ion increase in the 5t. Louis marketing area 
during the 1940's, the stimulus of wart ime activities and the subsequent 
demand for consumer goods brought about a significant change in per 
capita income. The qnnual per capita income in the St. Louis areas rose 
from an average of $763 in 1940 to SI738 in 1949. With the exception of 
1948, this represents II progressive yearly increase in per capita earnings 
throughout the past dec:ade. 
Principally because of the rise in population and per capita income, 
consumption of fluid milk in the St. Louis market increased considerably. 
During the past decade, according to the best est imates available, per 
capita consumption rose from 0.43 pint daily per person in 1940 to a peak 
of 0.62 pint in 1946, and then declined slightly to 0.58 pint in 1950. These 
figures ind icate that approximately one third more flu id milk was con-
sumed per pers~n in 1950 than in 1940. While it must be kept in mind that 
these figures represent only estimates, they indicate clearly the existence 
of an upward trend in consumption of fluid milk in the 51. Louis market. 
This has important future implications to dairy fanners in the St. Louis 
supply area, for it indicates the relative extent of the demand for fluid 
milk to which the farm supply must be adjusted. 
The Kansas City Market Area 
The Kansas City~ milk marketing area presents more difficulty with 
respect to definition than that of St. Louis. This is due primarily to the 
fact that this area is not as clearly delineated as that of 5t. Louis. There-
fore, it was necessary to estimate the population of the area by taking 
certain percentages of the counties involved rather than using the data 
obtained by a complete enumeration of the area by strictly defined civil 
subdivisions for census years. Despite these difficulties, the figures ob-
taintd are thought to be sufficiently accurate for comparative purposes. 
On the basis of its present definition, the Kansas City marketing 
area' had an estimated population of approximately 725,000 in 1940 
(Table 2). By 1950, the population had risen to 847,000, an increase of 
16.8 per cent during the past decade. This increase, like tha t in the St. 
~R~ferred 10 ledminlly as !,h~ Grtlter K.anu..s City Ma rketin, Area. 
:'The Kansas City Marketing Area, durin, the period of time for which the 
data in this study are a pplicable, included "!,he territory In Jackson County, Mis-
souri : thlt part of Clay County, Missouri.. south of Hi,hway 92, beJinnin. at the 
Platte County and Clay County line, east to the west section line of section 26 in 
WashingtOn Township, north to the north section line of .. id section 26, east to !,h~ 
Clay County, end RIoy County line; ~, Waldron, May and Pl!ttia Towmhl", in 
Platte County, Missou ri; Wyandotte County, !U.nsu; Shawnu and Mission Town_ 
sru"" in Johnson County, Kansas and Dt>lawart. Leav~nworth, and that part of 
Kickpoo and HiJl:h Pnim Townshi", east of th, 95th principal meridian In Leaven-
worth County, kansas.... Sour«: Cod, of F~l R~lllt!o1u Mllrl<eti"g Ord .... , 
Part 913. ~. 913.6, Order No. 13, as amended. ~ffeetive J anuary 1, 1951. 
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Louis area, appears to have been the result primarily of accelerated busi-
ness activity which occured in conne<:tion with the demand for war goods, 
during the first part of the decade, and that for additional consumer 
goods following the war period. 
Accompanying the population increase, during the 1940's increased 
eC(lnomic activities, brought about by wartime production and later by 
a greater demand for civilian goods, resulted in an upward trend in con-
sumer incomes. Primarily as a result of the rise in population and in con-
sumers' income, the consumption of fluid milk per person increased con-
siderably during the period, According to the best estimates of those 
familiar with the Kansas City market, per capita consumption remained 
fairly stable at approximately one half pint per day during the late 1930's 
and early 1940's, and steadily increased from 0.45 pint in 1942 to 0.63 pint 
in 1950. This represents a net increase in consumption per person of 
about 40 per cent during the past eight years in the Kansas City market. 
Moreover, this represents a greater increase than took place in the St. 
Louis area. Perhaps this may ~ accounted for largely by the fact that 
per capita consumption was somewhat lower in the Kansas City market 
during the early 1940's than in the St. Louis market. At any rate, the 
consumption of milk per person in 1950 amounted to approximately the 
same in both markets. 
In a preceding section, it was noted that there has been a general in-
crease in per capita consumption of fluid milk in the St. Louis and 
Kansas City markets. However, per capita consumption of cream and 
miscellaneous milk drinks varied considerably in these markets (Table 
3). In the St. Louis market, the consumption of cream per person de-
creased considerably during the past decade, while the consumption of 
miscellaneous milk drinks remained relatively stable. In the Kansas City 
market, per capita consumption of cream remained relatively stable; 
whereas, the consumption of miscellaneous milk drinks increased greatly. 
11146 
11147 
1948 
11149 
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• • Popv.!&Uon, Annual Average Income per Per$OlI, Averale Dally 
FlWd Milk WiUlirl tbe Market Area , and per Capita CoIIIIIlIl:lptloll, 
90' 
373.7 
'" 749.8 
"" 762.0 1622 
774. 1 1634 
786.3 1425 
798.4 1690 
810.6 2000tt 
822.7 Ig02 
834.9 1680 
1942 
1943 .156 .052 
1944 .U8 .,5< 
1945 .133 .054 
1946 .151 .058 
1947 .120 .050 
1948 .110 .0<, 
1949 .099 .047 
1950 
.09' .0<, 
saln 
335.8 .448 
'90.4 .512 
413.0 .534 
456.7 .581 
492.6 .617 
486.8 .601 
505.S .614 
521.8 .62S 
; Platte 
ll.;~~:;cr eall:l and Cer· 
. and Kansas City 
.119 .032 
.,0< 
.038 
. 102 .033 
.126 .037 
. 148 .039 
.138 .035 
.122 .0<7 
.118 .053 
.115 .059 
pre· 
· Data computed (rom lnfor m&tion obtained from the Marketing 
AdmInIstrators' oUlen, St. Louis and Kansl.ll City Marketlnl Areal. 
,Cream sQted In term. 01 3.5 per cent milk equlnlent. 
··Includes buttermilk, cbocolate mUk, and sldm mUk (skim milt. 
reported lor Kansas CIt}' market beglnnirlc in 1948), stated In pintll 
of production Irrespective 01 butte rfat tellt, which averaged 
approximately 1.5 per cent. 
7 
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SUPPLY AREAS 
As fluid milk is a highly perishable commodity and must be moved 
promptly from the place of production to the place of consumption, the 
supply area of fluid milk market usually is located immediately adjacent 
to the market, while those for flu id cream and manufacturing milk are 
located in :tOnes farther away from the market (Fig. 2) . Not only 
does this make it possible for milk to be hauled from fanru; to planlS in 
a minimum of time, but also it enables milk to be transported at minimum 
cost, thus effecting important savings for producers. With certain import-
ant modifications which will be considered later, the location of the sup-
ply areas of the primary fluid milk markets of Missouri conform closely 
to this principle. 
Location of the lUiS50uri Supply Areas 
While the Kansas City milkshed, that is, the area from which the 
market receives the major part of its milk sllPply, conforms closely to 
the conditions usually set up for a supply area, the 51. Louis milkshed is 
much greater in extent and production is much less concentrated. Al-
though the Kansas City market received milk from only 24 Missouri 
Zo~* n 
n~ldc ...... 
Zon. m 
Man\d •• I~rlnc M!1l< 
Fla:. 2.-Theoretieal mill<shed ",hert Land adjacent t.o the eity market is eq\OIIll)' 
ad.Ipt.ed for dairy and where transpon tion beilitles an. equall)' avalbble from aU 
directioJ1$. 
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counties in 1949 ', the St. Louis market received milk from 59 Missouri 
counties during approximately the same period. 
In order to clarify more specifically the difference in the character-
istics of the St. LouLI; and Kansas City supply areas, it seems desirable 
to analyze them in more detail, particularly in regard to the systems of 
farming practiced in each of the respective areas. In the suburban areas 
immediately surrounding both the St. Louis and Kansas City markets, 
the production of fruit and truck crops is of prime importance. Neverthe-
less, the production of fluid milk is of great importance in these areas, 
especially in the outer fringes of the territory. The remainder of the 
Kansas City milkshed, as far as Missouri is concerned, is located in two 
rathcr distinct type-of-farming areas, the northern part of which is de-
signated chiefly as a meat producing area and the southern part as a grain 
producing area (Fig. 3). 
";-r Jr u~, W =t--t)-..l-f-l70-, r 
,,-•• ~~.!'::'~' !±  ]l[fY 1.. 1\ 1 "Dr I ,co ~ 
..... -xc...u-....._ ::==-~~llr~i"'"""I~\. I~t}~· ~}~~t~~ A .. _.T..... ..... .. _ I'\.IIYV!U "" ..... ,,-.-.. ~-. 
_.:.... c.o_ 
::It Dfl>.TA Co"rfOo< _ 
-
y 
/ 
Fig. 3.-Typa of farming areas In Missouri. 
The remainder of the Mi~ouri part of the 51. Louis milkshed is com-
prised of a vast territory, approximately equal to one half of the total 
'Producer numbers by their post office .ddr-. are recove red by the market 
adminbtntor of both the St. Louil and Kansas City mar kets durin& one month in the 
'Print:. the sea.son of greatest production and one month in the faU, the lNaOll of 
leall! production. For the purposel of tlli.. stuely. It was thoua:1It tllat the fall enumera-
tion WaJ most representative. 
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area of the state, in which fluid milk for immediate consumption is pro-
duced rather sparsely on highly commercialized dairy farms. The north_ 
ern part of this vast territory is primarily a meat producing area, similar 
to the northern part of the Kansas City milkshed, although the land is nat 
as productive and livestock numbers are not as concentrated. South and 
west of the St. Louis suburban area are located two areas which may be 
described alike as dairy and wheat producing areas. These shade off into 
the Missouri and Mississippi river bottom.!! on the north and east, and 
the Ozark hills on the south. Moreover, the topography is broken to 
rough, and crop acreages per farm are restricted. Since pastu re and hay 
crops dominate te a large extent. the system of land use, dairying offers 
the most intensive and ordinarily the most profitable type of livestock 
enterprise. 
Farther to the southwest the St. Louis milkshed covers an area, de-
signated in general as the Ozark highlands, ill which meat production 
ranks first in the fa rming system. However, dairying and the production 
of poultry and fruit are of considerable importance. In much of this area 
the topography is so rough that only a small per cent of the land area 
lends itself to row crops, and, to a great extent, a non-commercialized, 
subsistence type of farming is practiced. During the last few years, the St. 
Louis market has secured an increasing amount of its fluid milk from 
Southwest Missouri, an area formerly known primarily for the manufac-
ture of dairy products. Althoulh the production of poultry and fruit are 
impor tant, dairyinl cccupies i. unique position in this area. Since much 
of the area lie.s in the region known as the O:tark Plateau, where farms 
are small and adapted best to livestock production, dairying has been de-
veloped very intensively. At present, dairying, including the sale of veal 
calves and older cows, represents the most important source of cash farm 
income. 
From the above considerations, it is apparent that the s:>urces of the 
fluid milk supply, particularly those of the St. Louis market, are located 
in a vast area covering more than half of the s tate. It is necessary now to 
consider some recent changes in the number and location of dairy farmers 
who deliver milk regularly to the St. Louis and Kansas City markets. 
Changes in the Location of Missouri Producers 
As a result primarily of the increased demand for fluid milk for im-
mediate consumption, significant changes have occurred during the past 
decade both in the location and number of producers delivering graded 
milk to the St. Louis and Kansas City markets. In the Missouri portion 
of the 51. Louis milkshed, producer numbers have increased considerably 
since 1941 (Fig. 4). At that time, producerr regularly supplying graded 
milk to the market were located mainly in an area or zone little more than 
50 miles in radius extending westward from St. Louis. The counties in 
LEGEND 
• • IHI 
b . IHS 
•• IH' 
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Fla:. 4.-Numbe< of Miaouri produ«1"1 supplyi ... G ... d* A milk to Ih~ St. Louis 
and Klnsas City mlrkets, 1941, 1945, and 1949. (Sour«: Market Administration Of-
fi~l, St. Louis and Kar'l5ll Ci ty, Missouri marketing a~u.) 
which the greatest number of producers were located include Franklin, 
Jeffe rson, St. Charles, and St. Louis in the order mentioned. By 1945, the 
number of producers had decreased slightly in these counties, but had in-
crefl!;ed in the counties located more distant from the market. The num-
ber of producers most advantageously located to the market decreased 
further by 1949, at which time a considerable number of producers locat-
ed in several Southwest Missouri count ies had been approved to supply 
fluid milk to the St. Louis market. 
In the Kansas City milkshed, the number of producers located in 
Jackson, C3l;,!;, J ohnson, and Bates counties, in Missouri, increased materi-
ally from 1941 to 1945. Producers most advantageously located to the mar-
ket remained fairly stable from 1945 to 1949, but additional producers 
located farther out in the state came on the market. By that time, there-
fore, the Kansas City market received milk from producers in such 
counties as Daviess, Gentry, Harrison, Mercer, Grundy, and Carroll, 
north of the Missouri river, and Saline, Pettis, and Vernon, south of the 
river. Producers located in these outlying counties accounted for the 
steady increase in number of shippers delivering fluid milk 10 the Kall:$as 
City market during the la te 1940's. 
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The changes in location of Missouri producers regularly supplying 
fluid milk to the St . Louis and K ansas City markets resulted undoubtedly 
from a complexity of economic factors. The central cause of the change, 
however, appears to have been the fac t that other farm enterprises in the 
respective areas offered farmers more profitable alternatives as compared 
to milk production, especially in those segments located nearest to the 
marketing areas. In both areas, the sources of the milk supply have 
moved farther and farther away from the primary markets. It is possible 
also that the secondary markets, such as Alton in the St. Louis area, and 
St. Joseph in the Kansas City area, have ·been taking progressively more 
of the supply which otherwise would have been available to the primary 
markets. Moreover, a part of the outward movement of the milk supply 
doubtless has been due to the extension of the fresh vegetable producing 
areas immediately surrounding the metropolitan areas of 8t. Louis and 
K ansas City, brought about by the increased demand for fresh food ac-
companying the continuous rise in population in these areas. Finally, with 
recent improvement in transportation facilities, it now appears possible 
for farmers to select their enterprises more nearly in accordance with 
their relative comparative advantage, depending upon the particular cir-
cumstance of each farm situation. 
TRENDS I N PRODUCTION 
The increasing demand for fluid milk for immediate consumption in 
the primary markets of St. Louis and Kansas City has already been noted. 
It was pointed out also that this increasing demand for fluid products re-
sulted from a cont inuous increase in the populaUon and in the per capita 
consumption of milk in both markets. Due to these conditions, it has been 
necessary for handlers of fluid milk in both the St. Louis and Kansas 
City markets during the past several years constantly to seek a.., increas-
ing volume of milk in order to supply their established outlets. 
Trends in Supplies to the Fluid lUa rkets 
As a result of the increase in the demand for Grade A milk," total 
producer delivedes to the St. Louis market have increased almost con-
tinuously since 1938 (Table 4). During the preceding five years total de-
liveries had constantly declined, due primarily to restrictions imposed on 
local producers by the St. Louis Health Department. As a result of these 
restrictions, the number of producers delivering Grade A milk to the mar-
ket declined from 12,172 in 1934 to 4859 in 1938. From 1938 to 1948, the 
number of producers declined further to 3297, but increased considerably 
during 1949 and 1950. 
'In both the St. Louis and Kansas City markets, fluid milk approved by the 
re!;po!<:tive Health Departments is designated as Grade A milk. 
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Table 4 __ Total Deliveries of Crade A Milk, Number of Pro-
ducers, &lid Average Dally Dellverlu of Producers , St. Louill Markel-
Ini Area, 1934-1950' 
Average diuy 
Total Dellve r lelf Average Number deliyerles by 
of Crade A Milk of Producers " 
1935:---'MJ!!!!, .. q .• ~"",L---.!~1!l!!... __ ~,,1'1--
1$36 370.6 102 
19" 326.4 116 
1938 302.0 In 
1939 321.$ 199 
1940 327.8 218 
1$41 343.2 240 
1942 330.7 238 
1$43 321.8 237 
1944 343.3 254 
1945 358.$ 275 
1$46 35~. 1 285 
Ig47 350.g 289 
Ig48 345.6 286 
1949 
MIS$Ourl , area. 
flncludes who were also handlers. 
" Slmple ave~u. nata computed by reducing the dllta In Column 
2 to a dally basil, then dividing by data In Column 3. 
13 
In contrast to the declining trend in number of producers, the average 
daily producer deliveries to the St. Louis market increased from 98 
pounds per producer during 1934 to 305 pounds during 1950. This repre-
sents a more than three-fold increase in the volume of Grade A milk de-
liveries of the average producer in the St. Louis supply area, and in-
dicates clearly the trend toward greater specializat ion which has become 
imperative for the successful operation of the Grade A establishment. 
With some exceptions, the trends in the Kansas City market have 
been similar to thO$e in the St. Louis market. The changes which have 
occurred from time to time in the marketing area make it necessary for 
purposes of analysis to divide the period into two parts, that from 1934 to 
1940, and that from 1941 to 1950. During the first period, the marketing 
area was confined in general to the territorial boundaries of the city of 
Kansas City, Missouri; whereas, during the seeond period, the marke ting 
area included not only Kansas City, Missouri, but also Kansas City, Kan-
~, and certain other oUllying territories in both Missouri and Kansas. 
F rom 1934 to 1940, total producer deliveries of Grade A milk to the 
Kansas City market increased from 74,300,000 pounds to 88,300,000 
pounds (Table 5) . At the same time, the number of producers decrt'ased 
from 1540 to 1252, and average producer deliveries remained relatively 
stable. From 1941 to 1950, total producer deliveries increased from 102,-
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Table:; • • Total Del1verlU of Grade A Milk , Number of Prodo,u:e rs, 
and Avenge Dally Deliveries Of Prodl,Lcen, ~us City Ma r keting Area 
1934-1850 ' 
Total Deliver ies Anrage dally del-
01 Grade A mUlct Averllie Number Ive r les of producers " 
Year (loIlIIlons Of j!!!Wld5) of I!rodueera (Pounds) 
First Period 
1 ~'4 14.3 1,540 
'" 1935 7&.2 1,286 
'" 1938 74 .7 1,328 ,,. 
1937 76.9 1,419 
'" 1938 87.6 1,476 
'" 1939 91.3 1,327 
'" 1940 88.3 1,252 
'" Second Ptrtod. 
1941 102.9 1,281 ". 
1942 125 •• 1,411 ,., 
Ii.! 137.0 1,50& ,., 
1944 169.4 1,789 
'" 19U 187.0 1,881 
'" 194& 218.5 2,032 '8< 
1947 238.1 2,288 
'" l li48 227.0 2,2154 
'" 1949 261.5 2,468 ". 
1950 298.1 2,148 
'" 
• o..lI. obtl.lned from the Market Mmlnlstrator 's OfJIee , Kansas City, 
Missouri , mnketlng: area. 
t Ineludes producers who were also bandleu . 
•• Simple average. Data computed by reduelng tile data in Column 2 to a 
daUy buts then dividing by data in COlumn 3. 
900,00{) pounds to 298,100,000 pounds, or almost tripled. Although average 
daily producer deliveries increased from 243 pounds to 283 pounds, the 
number of producers increased from 1261 in 1941 to 2746 in 1950, which 
suggests a rapidly growing market, during which time, considerable con: 
version from the production of ungraded to graded milk took place. 
In attempting to increase their supply of graded milk, plants are 
confronted not only with the small volume of small producers who are 
interested in improving their incomes but also with generally unsatisfac-
tory sanitary conditions under which milk is produced. It should be noted 
in this connection that in general fluid milk plants can not offer sufficient 
incentive to make it profitable for small producers to convert their opera-
tions to Grade A production. Therefore, plants usually encourage only the 
largest and best equipped ungraded producers to qualify under the health 
ordinance as producers of Grade A milk. To do otherwise would not only 
result sooner or later in losses to the small producers but also would re-
sult in an unstable supply of milk as the small producers left the market. 
Missouri 's Contribution to the Fluid Markets 
Although the production of milk and cream for use in the manu-
facture of the primary dairy products has predominated in the develop-
1934 
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Table 6 -- Percentage 01 Total I..<lcal Re-
01 Milk Delivered to tile St. Louis Market, 
1935 77.06 22.95 
1936 78.15 21.65 
1937 77.67 22.13 
1938 75 .06 24.94 
1939 73 .n 26.03 
1940 75 .07 24.93 
1941 74.77 25.23 
1942 73.45 26.55 
1943 72 .32 27.68 
1944 70.58 29.42 
1945 69 .22 30.78 
1946 69.11 30.89 
1947 67.12 32.88 
1948 62.29 37.71 
1949 57.32 42.68 
1950 50.49 48.64 
' Computed From oata Obtained From the Market 
Administrator' s Office St. I..<luls, Missouri, Mar-
ketlng Area. 
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ment of the state's dairy industry, Missouri occupies an important position 
as a source of supply of Grade A milk for immediate consumption in the 
fluid markets of St. Louis and Kansas City. 
At the present time, more than two-fifths of the total supply of Grade 
A milk to the St. Louis market originates on Missouri fanns (Table 6). 
The percentage contribution of Missouri producers to the St. Louis mar-
ket increased from approximately 22 per cent in 1934 to 47 per cent in 
1950. It is noteworthy that about two-thirds of this increase occurred from 
1946 to 1950. A sizable part of the increase in Missouri's contribution dur-
ing this period was due to wholesale shipments of a large producer co-
operative association located in the Southwest area. Also, some of the 
large handlers in the St. Louis market established receiving stations in 
the Southwest area from which a considerable volume of milk has been 
assembled for direct shipment to the St. Louis market. 
The contribution of Missouri producers to the Kansas City market 
averaged slightly more than 60 per cent of the total local producer de-
liveries during the 10-year period fonn 1941 to 1950 (Table 7). During 
this period, however, the percentage of milk originating on Missouri 
farms declined from 63 per cent to 58 per cent while that originating in 
Kansas increasing from 37 per cent to 42 per cent. This trend is evidence 
of the increasing emphasis on dairying in the old "bread basket" of the 
nation. Futhermore, it represents additiona l evidence of the westward 
movement of milk cows in line with the general shift of population. 
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1941 
1942 
7 __ Percentage 01 Total Local Receipts 
;;,·,d to the Kansas City M:Lrket, By States, 
64.29 
64.31 
62.71 
62.34 
61.70 
59.73 
58.40 
58.64 
36.92 
35.71 
35.69 
37.29 
37.66 
38.30 
40.27 
41.60 
41.36 
Market Ad-~i;'i'~;;';:'~ OUlee, Kansas City, Missour i Market-
ing Area. 
UTILIZATION OF THE FLUID SUPPLY 
Among the more important problems in connection with the utiliz.a_ 
tion of the fluia milk supply in the St. Louis and Kansas City markets 
are the adequacy of handling facilities, classification and use, and seasonal 
deficits. An understanding of these problems is necessary on the part of 
farmers as well as handlers if solutions to these problems are to be 
formulated. 
Handling Facilities in the Fluid Markets 
The handling facilities in the primary fluid milk markets of St. Louis 
and Kansas City for the most part appear to be well organized and handle 
a large volume of milk daily. In the St. Louis market, 42 handlers operated 
under the Federal order in 1950. Of this total, at least a half dozen have 
distributed milk continuously for the past half-century. During this 
time, however, the number of handlers of fluid milk has declined con-
siderably, due in part to the fact that many of the handlers in the early 
part of the century were also producers.6 Of the 52 handlers subject to 
Federal regulation in 1934, several discontinued their operations, especi-
ally during the late 1930's and early 1940's (Table 8). In 1949 and 1950, 
the number of handlers increased, due primarily to the extension of the 
marketing are<l.. During the same period, the total volume of receipts of 
milk has increased. This suggests at least some association between the 
state of technological development at a given time and the size of the 
operation. 
Progressing from a situation where much of the fluid milk was sold 
by producer-distributors, marketing facilities in the K ansas City mar-
ket have developed both in size and in efficiency. Since 1940, the num-
ber of processing plants, operating in the market, has remained re-
latively stable, while the average daily sales of whole fluid milk has in-
"See Freemyer, Glenn W., History and Analysis of Milk Supply Problems in 
the St. Louis Market, U.S.D.A., P.M.A., Washington, D.C., O<:t .. 1950, pp. 118-119. 
1942 
1943 
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T.lble 8 -- Number Of Handlers Operating In the 
Market IltId Aurare Dally Sales of Whole Fluid Milk, 
St. Louis lou r ketlnj; Area, 193~-lg50. · 
Number of 
., 
1936 ., 
1937 ., 
1938 ., 
1939 ., 
1940 
" 1941 38 
1942 
" 1943 35 
1944 .. 
1945 33 
1946 
" 1947 31 
1948 
" 1949 
" 
St. Lou iS, Missouri. Marketing Area. 
Number of 
18 
20 
21 ,. 
" 
" 
'" 90 
" 38 
" 2l 
2l 
2l 
2l 
Average dally 
s ales 01 whole 
fiuld milk 
486.3 
474.3 
468.6 
468.0 
498.7 
504.4 
546.8 
608.2 
689.3 
711.8 
760.7 
803.2 
778.0 
7.3.5 
757.'1 
335.6 
390.4 
413.0 
456.7 
492.6 
486.8 
Missour I. 
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creased 59 per cent (Table 9). During the same period, the number of 
producer-distributors has decreased from 120 in 1940 to 21 in 1950. Al-
though about 20 handlers have operated continuously in the market dur-
ing the past decade, it appears that a few large handlers acCDW\ted for 
the processing of approximately 85 per cent of the milk. sold in the great-
er Kansas City area. 
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Classification of the Milk Receip ts 
Under the Federal orders existing in the St. Louis and Kansas City 
markets, milk is clasSified in accordance with the use which is made of it. 
At present, only two use classifications are recognized in these markets. 
In general, Class I includes all milk utilized for bottling purposes, such as 
flu id milk and cream, flavored milk drinks, buttermilk, and skim milk. 
Class II includes that milk used in the manufacture of var ious dairy pro-
ducts, such as butter, ch~se, evaporated and dry milk, and other pro-
ducts. However, during the period for which the data in this .study apply, 
the St. Louis market order at first provided for three classifications and, 
later, when only two c1assifications were authorized, evaporated milk was 
aC(:ounted for separately, which in practice amounted to the equivalent of 
three classifications. During the entire period in q uestion, the Kansas City 
market order authorized three classifications of milk, as follows: 
(1) Class I milk s...,11 be all milk dil:poatd of in the form of milk 
eonUolning more than 1 pet cent of butterfat irrespective of whether 
under the leplllUondard for milk and unaccounted fot butterfat in exeeu 
of 3 per cent of the total ~pts of butterfat other than receipts from 
OlM'r handlen converted to a 3.8 per eomt milk equivalent, exeept l uch 
milk as is cla .. ified .. Class n milk and .. eta.. III milk punUllnt to 
(2) and (3) of this paragraph. 
(2) Class D milk thall ~ all milk, except skim milk, U5ed 10 produce 
creom which is disposed of in the form of cream, other than for use in 
prociucts specified in (3) of this paragraph, flavored milk, creamed cot-
IlIge cheese, creamed butterm1lk, producta lold or disposed of in the form 
of cream testing leu than 18 pe r cent of butterfat, aera ted cream, and 
tggnog. 
(3) Class m milk lhall ~ an mille: used to produce bune:, cheese 
(other than c .... amed eoltage cheese), evaporated milk, eondensed milk, 
ice cream, and powdered whole milk; used for ltarter churning, wholesale 
bakina: and candy making purposes; aceounted for .. salvqe from prod-
ucts where the reeovel'}' of fat is impossible; and not ae<::oUflted for but 
not in excess of 3 per cent of the total ... eeipta of butterfat other than 
recelpl!!! from other handlefS.~ 
Trends in Utilization of l\Iilk 
In the St. Louis market, the volume of milk utilized declined some-
what during the middle 1930's (Table 10) . P roducer delivers in the St-
Louis milkshed decreased to such an extend that it was necessary for 
handlers in 1938 to find some outside sources of milk. Thereafter, the total 
milk supply has consisted of a considerable volume obtained from areas 
outside the adjoining areas in both Missouri and Illinois. As a result, the 
total milk supply in the St. Louis market increased gradually from 304 
million pounds in 1938 to approximately 400 million pounds in 1946, after 
which it again leveled off. Then, in 1950, the volume of milk received 
by St. Louis handlers increased to near ly 500 million pounds. which 
represents an all-time high. 
Along with the general increase in the total volume of milk receipts 
in the St. Louis market, the percentage utili.ted in Class I (primarily 
TCode of Federal a.gulatioru:, Marketing Order-., Part 913, ~. 913.6 Order 13, 
•• amended, effective January 1, 1951. 
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fluid milk sold in the bottled trade) increased materially, espec:ially in 
the 1930's and early 1940's (Fig. 5). Class I accounted for only 45.4 per 
cent of the total utilization in 1934, as compared to 82.2 per cent in 1943. 
During this period, the percentage of milk u tilized in Class D, including 
evaporated milk, decreased correspondingly. From 1943 to 1949, the 
percentage utilization in Class I decreased slightly and that utilized in 
CI&sli II increased slightly. However, changes in the method of classifica-
tion in 1949 seem to have brought about a reversal of these trends. Al-
though much of the change which has taken place in the utilization of 
milk by classes in the St. Louis market may be attributed to arbitrary 
changes in classification, it is apparent that fluid utilization has increased 
Significantly during the period in question. Some of the problems which 
this change entails will be considered after the Kansas City market situa-
tion has been presented. 
Total receipts of milk in the Kansas City Market, unlike that of the 
St. Louis market, have increased consistently, except tor a year or ~wo, 
since 1934 (Table 11) . However, some of this increase undoubtedly re-
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Fig. 5.-Percentage utiliution of fluid milk in the St. Louis market, 1934-1950. 
(Computed n-om Table 9.) 
Year deliveries sources receipts , n m 
(Millions of pollJlds) 
H.3 42.2 17.4 14.7 
76.1 42 .1 20.8 13. 2 
74.7 4 3.1 23.0 
••• 75.8 43 ,0 20.2 12.6 
87.5 42.7 21.0 23.8 
91.4 41.9 21.2 28.3 
88.2 43 .2 23.4 21.6 
0. ' 103 .0 54.8 27.1 21.1 
LO 128.4 85 .8 27.7 12.9 
2.7 139.6 120.1 15.9 3.6 
L8 171.1 140.8 19.9 10.4 
2.2 189.4 157.2 23.2 8.0 
L7 218.2 ISiU 33.4 15 .7 
0.8 239.1 173.5 36.7 28 .9 
L7 227.8 178.6 27.5 21.7 
266.3 191.7 43.3 31.3 
the Kansas City Market was regulated by 
parts of the present llI'ea. Order NO. 13 
waS amended at that Ume Include the present ma.rkeUng Ior ea. 
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Fig. 6._P~rcenta,e utiliUl tioo of fluid milk In th~ Kansas City market, 1934_ 
19SO. (Computed from T,ble 10.) 
suited from periodic extensions of the market area.~ Moreover, along 
wi th this increase, the percentage utilized in Class I has increased, al-
though the trend has not been continuous (Fig. 6). In fact, much varia-
tion is apparent in the percentage designated In all three classes. From 
1934 to 1942 , the level of utiliution remained reasonably stable, except 
for a high Class III percentage utiliution in the latter 1930's and ear ly 
1940's, However, in 1943, the percentage of the total utilized in Class I 
rose greatly, while that utilized in Class II and Class III dropped corres-
pondingly. Since 1943, the percentage of to tal receipts u t ilized in Class I 
has declined from 86 per cent to 68 per cent in 1950. During the same 
period, the percentage utilized in Class III rose from 2.6 per cent of total 
~The principal duonge. whic:h hIlve occurred in ~ Kv>sas City marketin, ,~a 
may be lummarized briefly .. follows: 
(1) The lirst lieenH WII iuued on March 16, 1934. This l icel\![l~ defined the 
... lfll al"N II that territory included within Kansas City, Kansas, and all of Quindaro, 
Wyandotte, and SlulwnH Town.hl~ in WYlndotte County, Kansas. 
(2) Effect ive April I, 1934, the. license WII .",ended to include Kansas City, 
Mluour!, Independence, North Kamas City, and the territory within Miuicm end 
Shawnee Townships in Johnson County, Kansu, and all of Blue, BookinJ:, I nd 
Wllhina:ton Towl\5hips In J ,ek,on County , MisIou ri , and that part 01 G.llltin Town _ 
.nip aou th of the lilty-lirst townahip nor th line in Clay County, Missouri. 
(3) AI of J uly I , 193~, the license was ""ended to include only t .... t t~rrltory 
within the corpono.te limill of KallAS City, Miasouri. 
(4) Effective December 1, 1936, license No. 40 WII canc:elled IJId Order No. 13 
WII iaued, but no duonge was ..... de in the territory to which it applied. 
(~) Effective October 3, 1941, Order No. 13 WII ~nded to includ •• 1I 01 the 
tltritory which at p~nt is deaignated as th~ "Grtater Kansas City Marketin, 
Arn. R Source: Leiter, da ted Jun~ 26, 1951, from Max M. Mor~house, Market Ad-
min '-trator, Greate r Kansas City Marketing Artl . 
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receipts of 17.4 per cent, while that utilized in Class III remained rela-
tively constant. An amendment to the federal order, effective January 1, 
1951, provided only lor two classifications of milk, in the Kansas City 
market. The extent to which this change in classificat ion will influence 
the percentage utiii:i:ation can not be determined as yet, but apparently 
the primary purpose of re-classification was to include in Class I a higher 
percentage of the total milk supply. 
The Problem of Seasonal De(icits 
Of all the problems encountered in the St. Louis and Kansas City 
fluid milk markets, the most complex and, therefore, the most difficult 
problem is that resulting from inadequate supplies of milk during the sea-
son of low production. As noted already, handlers in the St. Louis market 
have had to depend upon sources other than local producers for a con-
siderable quantity of milk during the fall and winter months since 1938. 
The seriousness of the deficit problem is apparent from the fact that, on 
the basis of the most recent classification of milk receipts, average daily 
Class I sales in the St. Louis market have exceeded. average daily pro-
ducer deliveries in at least three months during each year since 1946 
(FiB. 7). 
"nIoa_ poOf>ds 
. 
, 
, .~ f\ , 
c.. - .. R • .,.!"" 1\ ~ ;;> \., .' , " , , , , ", , , / .-, : ... '--~ • 
1/ 
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, 
" -...~ 'v,, ... ~: .. C OUt I 10k • . ~ 
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Fia. 7.-Averag~ dally produ~r r~iptl of m.ilk and nena:e sal" of Class I 
milk in the St. Louia, Missouri, marketing ueu, 1~_1951. (Sour~: Market M-
miniltraton' Office. St. Louis marketinf: &!ft.. St. Lou;. Missouri) 
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The deficit problem has two aspects, one relating to producers and 
the other relating to handlers. As milk prices are highest during the sea-
son of lowest production, it would seem that local producers do not take 
full adavantage of their established market outlets during at least one-
fourth of the time. Although it may be maintained that production costs 
are higher during this period, under the existing situation, it would seem 
that the greater returns provided by the higher milk prices would more 
than offset the additional costs involved. This may be demonstrated 
almost everywhere by reference to the records of dairy farmers who 
maintain a high rate of output during the usual season of low production. 
The other aspect of the deficit problem relates to handlers. In periods 
of a deficit supply of milk, handlers are hard pressed to maintain the 
regular flow of milk and milk products to customers. This explains large-
ly the tendency of handlers to adjust the volume of their sales to the re-
gular supply of milk during the season of lowest production.' Even this 
requires the maintainance of facilities by a~ least some handlers in the 
market to utilize the surplus milk during the season of flush production. 
However, this involves only the util ization of a part of the supply in the 
lower value products, and, since most organized markets~ provide that 
handlers must pay for milk in accordance with the value of the products 
into which it is utilized, no serious problem exists. On the other hand, in 
case of a deficit local supply, handlers must search for milk from other 
s;)urces in order to maintain their market outlets. As milk from sources 
other than the regular local producers must be approved by the proper 
health authority and must be transported great distances in most cases, 
the problem becomes more complex and usually the procurement costs 
are increased. These additional costs must be recouped in higher mar-
gins, either immediately or at a later date. Assuming that handlers are 
selling their products at their full value (that is, at the point where supply 
equals demand in the schedule sense), the additional costs involved by 
the presence of seasonal deficits, sooner or later, will be reflected back to 
local producers in lower prices for their milk. 
Historically, deficit seasonal supplies have been a greater problem in 
the SI. Louis market than in the Kansas City market. More recently, how-
ever, the deficit problem has begun to plague the Kansas City market. 
The obvious solution to the problem in both markets is an extension of 
the local supply areas. However, this involves a balancing of many factors 
related to the production of milk on farms, which, as has already been 
pointed out, involves an adjustment of alternative farm enterprises on the 
basis of anticipated costs and returns. 
UA!l Federal oroer markets J.lJ"Ovide for the payment of milk in accordance with 
the value of the products into whIch the milk is pr<>Ce$Sed. 
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PROSPECTIVE TRENDS IN THE I\USSOURI 
MILK L,'»USTRY 
One of the most important economic problem$ of dai ry farmers and 
handlers alike has to do with the future prospects for their products. 
Many reasons may be listed for this, but perhaps the main reason is that 
it is necessary for them to anticipate as cOrl'ectiy as possible the physical 
volume of future sales and estimate the value of such sales in order to 
maintain their operations on a profitable basis over time. There are two 
aspects to this problem. One has to do with the expenditure of funds for 
fixed land (or plant) and equipment, and is essentially a long run pro-
blem. The other relates to expenditures lor immediate services, and is 
primarily a short run problem. 
It is essential to note that decis ions as to fu ture prospects must be 
made by each independent operator on the basis of the present knowledge, 
whether it is adequate or inadequate. Although there is no general Tule 
by which fu ture expeclations may be anticipated with certainly, an under-
standing of the following factors should aid independent operators in 
the assessment of fu ture trends in the fluid milk ind ustry of Missouri: 
measures of the marke t for flu id producu, price policies, and legal 
regulation. 
Measures of the Marke t for 
Milk Products 
It has been pointed out already that perhaps the most satisfactory ex-
planation of the market has to do with the physical volume of goods which 
an economy, or a segment thereof, will demand at prices which will pro-
vide fOT the orderly movement of goods from producers to consumers. In 
this connection, the extent of the marke t at any given time for milk pro-
ducts, or other commodities for that matter, depends primaTily upon 
the following considerations: population, income of consumers, the price 
of the product related to the prices of its substi tutes, tastes or preferences 
of consumers, and a market organization to make the products available to 
consumers. 
F rom an ove rall standpoint, the number of people in an economy, or 
a segment of an economy, provides the Inarket potential for any pro-
duct. Whether this market potential can be translated into effective de-
mand for a particular p roduct depends upon other factors which will he 
discussed subsequently. The Telative extent of the market as measured 
by population, differs greatly for different dairy products. For example, 
the market for fluid producu for irrunediate consumption usually is re-
st ricted to a relatively SmalleT geographical area than that of manufac-
tured dairy products, such as butter, cheese, and evaporated milk. Hence, 
the markets for dairy products fall into two classifications: the fluid milk 
markets, which are restricted for the most part to the densely populated 
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mUlion 
, the figures 
and geographically restricted centers of consumption; and the markets 
for manufactured dairy products, which are regional or national in ex-
tent. It seems reasonable to conclude that in general the urban popula-
tion of a particular geographical area provides the primary market 
potential for the fluid milk produced on farms for sale in the bottled 
trade. 
Total market potential for milk products, the continuous increase in 
urban population of the United States during the past century (Table 12) 
will indicate the extent of this market potential. In 1850, the total popu-
lation of the country amounted to little more than 23 million, 15 per cent 
of which was urban. A century later, however, population had increased 
to more than 150 miUion, 58 per cent of which has urban. The trend in 
the increase of population is still apparent, and while it is possible that 
the rate of increase may level off somewhat, the total population of the 
United States may reach 190 million by 1975.'0 Assuming that the per 
capita consumption of dairy products will remain at the present level, 
this gain in population would provide a market for a quantity of milk ap-
proximately equal to one-fourth of the present production. 
Likewise, the population of Missouri has increased greatly during 
the past century. In 1850, Missouri's population was 682,000 (Table 13). 
IOHagood, Marga~t J. and Siegel, Jacob S., Projection.t of fhe RegiolLQ.! Dim'i-
bution of the Popu.I4tI01\ of tM U"iud Stotte. to l!i7S, Unpublished manuscript, Uni ted 
States D!psrtment of Agricu1tu~, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 1950. 
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-... _--- 100.0 100.0 
1830 3.' 96.5 100.0 
1840 .. , 95.7 100.0 
1850 ll.B 88.2 100.0 
"" 
17.2 82.8 100.0 
1870 25.0 75.0 100.0 
25.2 H.B 100.0 
32.0 68.0 100.0 
38.3 63.7 100.0 
42.3 57.7 100.0 
4G.B 53.4 100.0 
" 
51.2 48.8 100.0 
51.8 48.2 100.0 
By 1950, the population had risen to 3,955,000, almost a six-fold increase. 
During the same period, the percentage distribution between rural and 
urban groups followed essentially the same trend as that of the country 
as a whole. At the present time, the urban population of Missouri ac-
counts for 58 per cent of the total , large enough to support a sizable fluid 
milk industry, and provide for a considerable potential for expansion in 
the future. 
Aside from the necessary existence of a market potential, the income 
of consumers may be considered the most important measure of the mar· 
ket for milk products." While it is difficult to establish any precise re-
lationship between income and the amount of milk that will be purchased 
at a given time, most studies have indicated that there is a direct relation-
ship. This seems also to be true of other types of dairy products.'~ 
The consumption of milk products tends to follow closely the trend 
in consumer income. However, this throws little light on the income and 
consumption relationship, which is a question of income elasticity. The 
first studies along this lim!' were made by Ernest Engel, II who conduded 
that the &reater the income, the smaller the percentage of the total which 
"Collins, W. E., F~ A.!tecting the D0tm4..d lor Fluid Milk, Department of 
Agric:ultunl EconomiC$, University ot IUinoia, Ur bana, AE_2770, ~ 1950. 
u Shepherd, GeoUrey, ChAllpu ill the D0tm4n4 for M y! lind D,,;,,), PToduck ill 
the Ulllted Stclu. SillCe 1910, Iowa Apkulrurai Experiment Station, Research Bulle-
tin 368, N,wember, 1949. 
' ~An eminent Nin~teenth CenlU1j' Geman statistician. 
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would be spent for food ." According to more recent statistical studies, 
this principle holds true for any siuble group of individuals. '~ In this 
c(lnnection, Adam Smith observed that: 
... The rich man COJU5ume. no lnore food than hi. poor neillhbor. In 
quality it ma)' be very diflerent, and to .elect and prepare it nuoy re-
quire mOte ~bo".,. and art: but in quantity it is very nurly the am ..... 
the desire for food is limited in every man by the "'ITOW CIOp"city of the 
human stomaeh ... , ' B 
A third measure of the market for milk products has to do with price 
and its relationship to the prices of substitute goods. It seems obvious 
that, at any particular time, a greater quantity of an economic good will 
be bought at a low price than at II high price. But, given time, production 
will increase with higher prices, fOT commodity price rela tionships in-
dicate to producers the rt>lative demand for particular goods, including 
food products. Thus, production tends to vary directly with price in the 
long run. Nevertheless, as consumption tends to vary inversely with price 
in the short run, consumers tend to substitute the lower priced com-
modities for the higher priced commodities, which tends to keep prices of 
goods with similar uses in reasonable balance. Although the demand for 
food in the aggregate appears to be relatively stable, there would seem to 
be considerable substitution of one type of food for another, especially 
if prices of particular food items varied greatly. 
Another measure of the market for dairy products, from the in-
dividual consumer's point of view, is tastes or perferences. Ali individ-
uals are not endowed with specific wants, a variety of products may be 
substituted to meet their needs. The extent of the possible substitution 
of foods, however, is a problem for which very unsatisfactory techniques 
have been developed to formulate a conclusive solution. Nevertheless, 
sufficient information exists to indicate that tastes differ from one in-
dividual to another , and perferences for different goods to satisfy the 
same net'd are exemplified daily in the market place. In spite of the 
fact that fluid milk is considered widely as one of nature's most nearly 
perfect foods, approximately the same food elements may be obtained 
from a variety of other foods, although perhaps not from any single item. 
From the standpoint of farmers, perhaps the most important measure 
of the market is a market organi:z.ation to make products available to 
consumers. Such an overall market organi:z.ation must consist not only 
of adequate and efficient physical facilities, which has been considered 
"Dwnmeier. E. F~ Henebower, R.B~ and Norman, T., ECOIlQ1I\k, wit/!. Appliao _ 
Ii".. to Agri=lIu?~, Third Edition, McGraw-HiU Book CorIlpany, lnc~ New York, 
1950, f.' 204. 
l. C".. ... meT E%J)",ditu?<,. \ .. tI.e U .. it,d SUIre •. The National Resources Plan_ 
ning Board, Government Printin( Office, Wu hlna:ton, O. C., 1939. 
'CSmIUl, Adam, TM W«!cI1. oj No~. Carmen EdltiOJl. R3.ndom House, Naw 
York, 1937, p.I64. 
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previously, but it also must provide the means for the diffusion of know_ 
ledge of the product or products to consumers. During the past quarter 
century, many outstanding advances have been made in improving the 
overall organization of the market for milk products. Perhaps the most 
important advance has been the organization and development of a 
vertically integrated system of mass distribution of dairy products re-
presented by the chain stores and the specialized dairy corporations, 
including both propr ietary firms and cooperative organizations. Before 
World War I, the major dairy products were distributed primarily by 
means of a functionally specialized system of independent handlers." 
The policy of integration and direct purchase from processors of these re· 
gional and national organizations, together with the widespread use of 
the paper carton in fluid milk distribut ion, has extended considerably the 
market for milk products, thus resulting in a material gain to dairy 
farmers everywhere. 
Price Policies In the Fluid Markets 
Under competitive economic conditions, the pricing system serves as 
the mechanism by which the supply of and the demand for economic goods 
is equated and rationed to consumers. In the milk industry, perhaps the 
most important function of the marketing system is the pricing of milk 
products at every level a t which these products are bought and sold. 
Some requirements of a p ricing mechanism should be noted and some of 
the characteristics of formu la pricing of fluid milk discussed. A pricing 
system should perform the following functions: 
I . De~lop prices which reflect to p roduC<!rs the basic demand.'! of 
consumers as to kind, quantity, and quality of goods and there'oy guide 
production accordingly; 
2. Reflect pri~ which will move existing and forthcoming supplies 
through the channels of trade and into consumption at the highest pas. 
sible net returns; 
3. Provide a price structure that maintains economically iustified 
stocks 'oath within and between marke ting seasons; 
4. Be Impartial and treat all produC<!rs and consumers alike; 
5. Reflect the quality differences recognized 'oy the trade and by 
consumers; 
6. Not 'oe su'oject to manipulation; and 
1. Perform the a'oave function <!<:onomically and eIficient1y.' ~ 
These criteria are applicable as measures of efficiency to any type 
of pricing system, regardless of the presence or absence of regulation or 
administration. For most commodites, it would seem that a relatively 
"Nicholls, W.H., Po.n·Wa.r Dtot lo-pmenu in the Ma.rketing 0/ BulIn Research 
Bulletin 25<1, February, 1939; POlt-W4T Develo-pmenu in Ihe Markeling 01 Cheelt, 
Research Bulletin 261, June, 1939, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, 
IANorton, L . J., "EconomiC, Considerations in the Marketing of Agri~tural .Pro-
ducts," Unpublished ManuscrIpt, Department of AgrIcultural Econonues, Univer-
sity of nlinois, Ur'oana. 
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free p ricing system would meet these requirements to a hIgher degree 
than either a publicly or privately negotiated or administered set of 
prices. Since competitivE' pricing has been modified considerably in most 
of the larger fluid milk markets, however, it seems necessary to recount 
some of the conditions which brought this about. 
As milk is a hiYilY perishable product, it must be moved promptly 
from producers to consumers. This is a relatively simple process in the 
smaller markets, involving perhaps only a few farmers who deliver the 
milk which they produce direct to consumers, but in the larger markets, 
such as St. Louis and Kansas City, the marketing process is more com-
plex. Milk must be pkked up daUy at farms and hauled to processing 
plants where it is pasteurized and bottled before it can be delivered to con-
sumers at their homes. In this process, the primary objective is to create 
conditions which will maintain at all Umes a balance between tlJ.e quanity 
of milk which consumers are willing to purchase at given prices and that 
which farme.l"S produce. Under competitive conditions, milk. prices tend 
to fluctuate widely from season to season. Since consumer demand for 
fluid milk is more stable than supply, this price variation has been the 
result primarily of seasonal surplus supplies. Some surplus milk, how-
ever, is necessary in a highly organized market. A market requires a 
daily surplus, or reserve, of about 10 per cent more milk than average 
daily sales in order to take care of the variation in the demand of con-
sumers. This surplus becomes greater during the high producing sea-
son, spring and early summer, resulting in drastically lower prices and a 
disorganized market condition. 
In order to reduce the harmful effects of this si tuation, bargaining 
arrangements have been negotiated from time to time between dealers 
and farmers through their organizations. During the depression of the 
1930's, these bargaining arrangements failed, and farmers turned to the 
government for aid. Local and state regulatory agencies were established 
in many communities, but federal autority was necessary to regulate mar_ 
kets where any part of the milk entered into interstate commerce. This 
. authority was provided by the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1933 and 
later amended in 1937. As a result of this legislation, federal milk mar-
keting orders were issued in several of the larie fluid milk markets, 
8mong which were St. Louis 8nd Kansas City, Missouri. Under the 
federal order marketing technique. certain requirements have been placed 
on the pricing of milk. These requirements in effect have resulted in an 
administrative pricing system, with the provision for 8djustment periodi-
caTIy by means of a public hearing 8t which all groups affected may be 
represented. 
Formula pricing of milk in fluid markets has been a gradual develop-
ment. For the past two decades. it has been a common pr8ctice in many 
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markets to employ a dusification-price plan, under which milk is paid 
for in accordance with the use which is made of it. As an illustration, 
that part of the milk supply which is bottled for immediate consumption 
Is designated as Class I and commands the highest price, while that which 
is used for manufacturing purposes is designated as Class II (or lower) 
and commands a lower price. Generally speaking, in Missouri markets, 
Class I includes all milk used for bottling purposes, such as flu id milk and 
cream, flavored milk drinks, buttermilk, and skim milk. Class II includes 
milk used for manufacture into the various dairy products, such as butter, 
cheese, evaporated and powdered milk: 
At the present t ime, prke levels generally are set by means of fonnu-
las which are designed to permit minimum prices to change automatic-
ally in accordance with changes in the market conditions for milk. These 
formulas are of two general types: the basic-price type of formula and the 
new-type or Boston formula . 
In Missouri markets, as well as most other markets under federal 
regulation in the Midwest , the basic-price type of formula is employed. 
Under this formula, the basic p rice is determined by the value of milk 
used for manufacturing purposes or the price of certain manufactured 
dairy products (Table 14) . To this, certain d ifferentials which are de-
signed to reflect the additional cost of producing Grade A milk, are 
added. However, provision is made in the federal orders for changing 
these fonnula prices, provided the need for such changes is made evident 
at a public hearing of aU interested parties. 
In some of the eastern markets, fo rmulas lor pricing fluid milk have 
been based upon general economic fac tors during recent years (Table 15). 
Although the particular factors differ frem cne market to another, the 
primary purpose of this type of formula appears to be to p rovide prices to 
dairy far mers which will result in the stabilization of milk production in 
line with demand conditions. At the time that these new-type formulas 
were initiated, many of the eastern markets were deficit markets, and 
therefore their primary concem was to inst itute a pricing mechanism 
which would result in the production of an adequate supply of milk for 
Class I utilization. Arguments for the new-type formula are many and 
varied, but the main core of the argument appears to run something like 
this: in markets which continually experience seasonal deficits, it Is diffi-
cult to maintain the flow of milk to consumers in adequate amounts, due 
primarily to the fact that milk for immediate consumption must be ap-
proved by local health authorities. This p rocedure often becomes cum-
bersome when areas outside of the regular milkshed have to be depended 
upon for additional supplies, all of which results in unstable market con-
ditions. The new-type fonnula represents an attempt to develop a pricing 
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£!~",Tabl e 14 -- Baslll of Class 1 Price DetermiuUon t1IIder Fede ral J.lIli M&rketlnC 
" "",,' 
clleese 
8oston X 
Fall River X 
New Yorll: X 
Lowell-Lawrence X 
Springfield X 
Wor cuter X 
X X X 
X X 
Wa1l\e X X X 
South Bend-LaPorte X X X 
Clnctnna.U X X 
Thledo X X X X 
SUburban Clllcaro X X X 
Payton-~rillifleld X X X 
Trl-Stat. X X X 
Columbus X X 
Cleveland X X X 
Uma X X X 
Rockford- Freeport X X X 
X X X 
X X • 
~. X X • 
Omalla- COuncU Bluffs X X • 
Kansas City X X 
stow! City X X 
Wlclllta X X 
"'-
X X 
Dubuque X X 
DIlluth-~per lor X 
CLinton X X 
X X X X 
New Orleans X 
LouIsville X X X X 
Oklahoma City X X 
"""" 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
remUl.ntlle 
provlst.ons IlaV1l IIOt been 
t AS specilled in Order NO. 41 
• · Flxed pr1ee with adjustment butter prices • 
ttPlus 5 local plants. Source: Orden, D&lry Branch, Productt.on 
and M&rketillj: AdmlnlstraUOn, of Agriculture , Wuh1ngton, D.C. 
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Economic Factors Selected as a Suls for Class IloIlll 
Demand IndIcator.!! -. Index of New Eng1:lnd 
department slore 
sales, Class n util-
ization. 
Supply requirement Calculated grain and 
Indicators -- labor cost index 
Class n utlllzation 
Relationship 10 tile 
general price level 
8., and 
Bulletin 
• Grant, Fo rmula Pricing 
• November 19~O, p. 15. 
Monthly estimate 01 
percentage Class I 
utilization. 
Montllly estimate 01 
pe rcentage Class I 
I,ltillzat lon 
Aver",e dally Cla.ss. 
I sales. 
Prices (laId by Pa. 
farmers lor mixed dairy 
feeds. Prices r eceived 
by Pa. farmers for 
products other than 
milk and m.J1.k products. 
Prices paid by Midwest 
condenserlu for 3.5 
per cent milk. 
mechanism which would stabilize milk prices at a level that would as-
sure an adequate supply of milk.' " 
On the other hand, in areas of surplus production, it is necessary to 
maintain Class I milk prices in close relationship with the prices of milk 
in other uses. Thus, most markets in the Midwest have employed the 
basic-price type of formula, which provides a flexible system of pricing 
in line with the prices of milk in other uses. Thus, indirectly, the prices 
of milk under the basic-price type of formula are subject to the pricing 
criteria stated previously. Notwithstanding the type of formula employ-
ed, it should be noted that, in a given market at a given time, minimum 
prices of milk may be high or low, depending upon general economic 
cond itions existing in that market and upcn the level of the base prices to 
which the formula is related. 
Legal Regulation Concerning the Milk Supply 
~ the sanitary conditions under which milk is produced are iro-
pcrtant to the safety of the milk supply, most towns and cities have passed 
health ordinances which require the inspection of farm conditions under 
which the milk is produced. The usual procedure is to permit only milk 
from farms which have been inspected and approved by the local health 
"'For a more e xtensive elaboration and analysis of the new_type formulas. ... e 
Roberts, John B., and GraY$On, Grant, Fonnulo Pricing of Milk, Kentucky Agricul_ 
tunol Experiment Station.., Bulletin :>58, November 1950. 
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authority to enter the market. As a result, each city and town has its own 
standards for the approval of milk for consumption in the fluid trade. 
With the trend increasingly toward inter-market shipment of milk, 
the problem of inspection becomes more acute, The authori ty of any 
city or town to pass ordinances for protection of the health of its resi-
dents may be granted, but when such ordinances tend to bec<:lme dig.. 
criminatory, they may be questioned, In the case of Higgins vs. City of 
Galesburg, in 1948, the Illinois Supreme Court stated that; 
Th., Iqillalure hu not del.,pted powu 10 municipal corporatiON to 
pus • regulatory and li«-nse ordinan« whieh lIurnes ' 0 r~\.ue dliry 
farm or boltlinl planUl ol,lIside their corpool'llte Umlb, 
It does nOI loUow that becaus., th., ci ty hll Ih, rilhl to r"lu late the 
.. Ie of and inlpeel mill< lold within !.he eorpor.le limits it is empowered 
to UeenH milk producinl farms and mllk planUl In Peoria and eln-
",h.,re."n 
On the basis of the above decision, it would seem that milk can not 
be excluded frem a market merely on the basis of the area in which it is 
produced. Thus, there would seem to be no reason why milk of high 
quality should not be produced in the areas where it has the greatest 
comparative advantage and shipped to outside markets for final con-
sumption. 
The legality of such inter-market shipment was further substantia ted 
in a recent decision by the United States Supreme Court. In the case of 
Dean Milk Company vs. the City of Madison in 1951, a majority of the 
Court held that "even in the exercise of its unquestioned power to pro-
tect the health and safety of its people," the city could not impose "an 
economic barrier p rotectina: a major local industry against competition 
from without the state," provided "reasonable non-discriminatory alter-
natives adequate to conserve legitimate local interests are available,""' 
In Missouri, these local health regulations relative to the supply of 
milk are of interest pr imarily to farme rs located in the Southwest area. 
As a siz.able number of Southwest Missouri farmers depend upon mar-
kets located outside the area, regulations as to the approval of milk for 
inter-market shipment are of considerable importance to the future of the 
industry in the area. 
""Hl nnah, H. W" ~Milk Marketing - A Dl.$¢u.ulon of HiUins vs. City of Glles-
burl," Illino" Form ECQnomic., No. 166, March, 1949, f. 807. 
·' Bu1.lett, R. W., "Mark.,UnI Concentrated Milk ,' Illinois Farm EeonomiCl, No. 
190, Mar.:h, 1951, p. 1136. 
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SUMMARY 
The fluid milk markets of St. Louis and Kansas City obtain their 
milk supply primarily from Missouri, Illinois, and Kansas. Due to iloi 
location, however, Missouri occupies an important position in the supply 
of both markets. Therefore, the primary purpose of this study was to as-
certain the charges with have occurred in the supply of utilization of 
milk in these markets and to determine the future implications of such 
changes to Missouri milk producers lacated in the St. Louis and Kansas 
City supply areas. 
The findings of this study may be summarized briefly as follows: 
1. The metropolitan areas of St. Louis and Kansas City represent 
the principal markets for the grade A milk produced on Missouri farms. 
During the past decade and a haH, these J;TIsrkets have become progres-
sively more important as outlets for the farm supply. 
2. During the decade of the 1940's, average daily sales of whole fluid 
milk increased more than 50 per cent in both the St. Louis and Kansas 
City markets. Also, per capita consumption of fluid milk in both mar· 
kets has increased by about one-third. 
3. Significant changes have occurred in the location of Missouri pro-
ducers supplying Grade A milk to the St. Louis and Kansas City mar· 
kets. The most important of these changes have to do with the outward 
extension of the supply areas of both markets. With the improvement of 
rural roads and the techniques of assembling milk, this trend may be ex-
pected to continue. 
4. In spite of a declining number of prcducers, total deliveries of 
Grade A milk to both the St. Louis and Kansas City markets have in· 
creased materially, especially during the past decade. & a result, the 
average daily delivery of milk per producer has doubled in the St. Louis 
supply area and tripled in the Kansas City supply area. 
5. At the present time, almost half of the total supply of Grade A 
milk delivered to the St. Louis market and almost two-thirds of that de-
livered to the Kansas City market originate on Missouri farms. The con-
tr ibution of Missouri producers to the St. Louis market increased from 
22.2 per cent of the total supply in 1934 to 48.6 per cent in 1950. On the 
other hand, the contribution of Missouri producers to the Kansas City 
market has remained relatively stable at approximately 60 per cent during 
the past decade. 
6. Under the federal marketing orders existing in both the St. Louis 
and Kansas City markets, milk is classified in accordance with the use 
which is made of it. At present, only two classifications are recognized. 
In general, Class I includes all milk utilized for bottling purposes, such as 
fluid milk and cream, flavored milk drinks, buttermilk, and skim milk. 
Class II includes that part of the milk used in he manufacture of various 
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dairy products, such·at butter, che<.>5e, and evaporated milk. However, 
during the enlire period for which the data presented in this study apply, 
three classifications, or their equivalents, were employed in bolh markets. 
This system of classification differed from that of the present system 
primarily in that some of the fluid prcducts now included in Class I 
were then included in Class II , and much of the milk used in the manu-
facture of the various stable dairy products was designated as Class III. 
7. The percentage of milk utilized in Class I has increased generally 
In both markets during the past decade and a half. In the 51. Lo\lis mar-
ket, the percentage of milk which was utilized in Class I increllSed from 
less than 50 per cent of the total receipts in 1934 to more than 80 per cent 
in 1950. In the Kansas City market, the level of Class I utiliz.ation re-
mained relatively stable during the 1930's, but increased sharply in the 
early 1940's, while that utilized in Class II and Class III decreased corres-
pondingly. However, since 1943, the percentage utilized in Class I de-
creased considerably, and that utilized in Class II and Class III increased 
proportionately. Recently, steps have been taken in both the St. Louis 
and Kansas City markets which likely will result in the inclusion of a 
higher percentage of the total utilization in Class 1. 
8. The most difficult of all the problems encountered in both the 
St. Louis and K ansas City markets is that resulting from deficit supplies 
of milk during the season of low production. In the St. Louts market, 
handlers have had to depend upon sources other than local producers for 
a considerable quantity of milk during at least three of the fall and winter 
months since 1938. More recently, the deficit problem has affected the 
K ansas City market. The obvious solution to this problem is to encourage 
greater local production, but this involves the balancing of many factors, 
and a complete solution can not be expected immediately. 
9. Future prospects for the development of the Missouri milk in_ 
dustry appear bright. The population is growing, and per capita con-
sumpticn of fluid milk is increasing. Assuming current projections as to 
the probable increase in popu lation and the present level of per capita 
consumption of dairy products, the population by 1975 will provide a 
market for an additional ouantity of milk approximately equal to a fou rth 
of the current rate of production. 
